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3. Proof of theorems A and B.
(3.1) To every d;str;but;on there corresponds a smooth subbundle E.
1
of the tangent bundle w;th the fibre of dimens;on n.. Denote the quot;ent
1
From the Wh;tney dual;ty formula p(TM)=p(Q.)p(E.)
1 1
(3.2) p (TM) = p (Q.) +P l (Q. ) p (E.) +... +Pl (Q . )P l (E. ) +p (E.)
r r 1 r- 1 l 1 1 r- 1 r 1
where the product between classes ;s the "cuo product" ;n the rlng
If 2r> no, then r> no/2 and hence P (Eo) = 00 If moreover





Ph(Q.)P (E.) = O
l S l
p (TM) = p (Q.)
r r l
Vh,s> l, h+s = r
2r > n..
1
Not;ce that, s;nce the Pontrjag;n rlng may have d;v;sors of zero, cond;-
t;on (3.3) does not ;mply that either Ph(Qo) = O or p (E.) = O. On account
l s 1
of our assumpt;ons, from theorem (l. l) one can conclude that
Th;s proves theorem Ao
(3.4) ]t ;s well known that if E. c TM ;s ;somorph;c to an ;ntegrable
l
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where qi = n-n i · Hence in the assumptions of theorem A, if m - max(n1,· .. ,nk)<4q i'
then one has for the integers h for which m < h < 4q.
l
Pr(Qi)=0 2r>h
whithout assuming that Qi be integrab1e. This 15 meaningfu1 if k > 2.
(3.5) Converse1y 1et us assume Q.
l
to be integrab1e. Then, under our as-
sumptions, one has at the same time
P (TM) = O
r
hence an account of (3.2)
2r > max(m,4q.)
l
Ph(Q.) P (E.) = O
l 5 l
This ends the proof of theorem B.
Remark
Vh,s > l , h+s - r.
The resu1ts of theorem (2. l) ho1d in the more genera1 situation of an
almost mu1tifo1iated riemannian structures on a manifo1d, l.e.
are not necessare1y comp1ementary. Infact by increasing the numberwhere E.
l
of distributions, with a suitab1e choice of the metric ([7J) it is possible go
back to the previous situation.
